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One-dimensional phononic crystals or metamaterials are usually realized by combining
different materials, forming periodic geometry variations, or attaching local resonators. Here
we study the band-gap properties of a finite phononic beam having a periodic array of
concentrated masses. The concentrated masses are different from the commonly-considered
pillars in that the point masses are discretely distributed in the nodes of the phononic crystal
beam and have no rotational inertias. When practical realization is concerned, one might still
reasonably assume that a periodic array of pillars can be used to realize the concentrated
masses, as long as the contact areas of the pillars are reduced. However, compared to the
steel balls, we show that the face-contact pillars are actually distributed masses. In other
words, the displacement transmission and their characteristics behave differently for the pillarand concentrated mass-based phononic crystal beams. Figure 1 shows the displacement
transmission of a phononic crystal beam using the finite element method respectively realized
by the steel balls and the pillars. Particularly, the diameters of the steel balls and the pillars
are gradually varied to address the differences. We show that regular band gaps can be
obtained in the concentrated mass-based phononic crystal beams. In fact, when the
concentrated masses are gradually varied, more clear and regular band gaps can be obtained
in the beam carrying concentrated masses compared to that carrying pillars with identical
gradual masses. The corresponding experimental studies we have performed have also
indicated that the theoretically concentrated masses can be realized by the steel balls. The
reasonable neglect of the rotational inertias of the steel ball makes the steel balls excellent
candidates for the realization of the concentrated masses.
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Figure 1 comparisons of the displacement transmission of the concentrated mass-based
phononic crystal beam, realized by the steel balls or pillars with identical masses as the steel
balls.
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